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• Non-partisan but high-
profile: founded by former 
Democratic Congressman 
Patrick Kennedy and leading 
Republican pundit David Frum

• Scientific advisory board of 
more than 12 leading 
researchers, professors, and 
public health/legal experts

• Hundreds of thousands of 
press mentions, including 
major media outlets such as:

SAM promotes an evidence-based approach to 
marijuana policy that prioritizes public health

Several state and 
national affiliates
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Two Organizations, One Mission

• SAM Action is dedicated to 
promoting healthy marijuana 
policies that do not legalize 
drugs

• Active at all levels of national, 
state, and local policy-making

• Invests dollars  in and starts 
organizations to promote smart 
marijuana policies

• SAM’s mission is to educate 
citizens on the science of 
marijuana and to promote 
health-first, smart policies and 
attitudes that decrease 
marijuana use and its 
consequences

• Brings light to and conducts 
research into marijuana’s 
negative effects

501 C-4 501 C-3
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Who We Are

SAM promotes an evidence-based approach to 
marijuana policy that prioritizes public health

Non-partisan

Scientific Advisory Board with top researchers around 
the country

Regular media mentions
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Groups SAM has collaborated with

• American Medical Association
• American Academy of Pediatrics
• National Business Group on Health
• American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
• Other leading public health authorities
• Over 30 state affiliates, including:

• Treatment centers
• Recovery groups
• Prevention organizations
• Law enforcement 
• Leading medical authorities
• Volunteer citizens
• Business groups

6©

Scan with your phone to buy now:
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Three separate issues that often get conflated

Penalizing drug 
users/ 

”decriminalization”

Medicinal 
use of 

compounds 
derived from 

marijuana

Legalization of 
marijuana for 

“non-medical” 
use

1 2 3

8© Source: Caulkins based on NSDUH

Why This Matters

9©

Ten Times as Many Daily Users Now 
Versus 1992 (12 years old +)

(900,000 versus 9 Million)

10©

11 ©

Ultra Potent 
Marijuana

12©
Source: 
3CCannabis

Not This…
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…But This

Source:  Marijuana Business Journal; other open-source media 14©
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Marijuana Has Become Significantly More Potent 
Since the 1960s, 70s, 80s, and 90s

From an average of 3% to an 
average of nearly 20% THC

18©

Marijuana is Not “Just a Plant” Anymore –
Derivatives Contain up to 98% THC 
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Former U.S. Surgeon General Jerome Adams: 
“This isn’t your mother’s marijuana; the 

marijuana of today is significantly more potent”

20©

Research Highlights

21©

1 in 3 Past-Year Users Have CUD (Addiction)

Hasin DS, Saha TD, Kerridge BT, et al. Prevalence of Marijuana Use Disorders in the United States Between 2001-2002 and 2012-
2013. JAMA Psychiatry. 2015;72(12):1235-1242. doi:10.1001/jamapsychiatry.2015.1858

• 1 in 3 who used marijuana in 
the past year will become 
addicted to it (Cannabis Use 
Disorder)

• The adolescent brain is 
especially susceptible to 
marijuana use

• When kids use, they have a 
greater chance of addiction 
since their brains are being 
primed

22©

⬆ youth marijuana addiction since legalization, in legal 
states (Cerda et al NSDUH)

⬆ among WA 8th and 10th graders (Cerda et al MTF)

⬆ legalization predicted 6-fold increase of teen use (Bailey et 
al Seattle Social Dev Proj)

⬆ NSDUH shows 3.5% increase from last yr in legal states

↔? Colorado Healthy Kids Survey

⬇ among 8th and 10th (Reuter and Kilmer using WA/CA state 
surveys)

Youth Use

23©

Legalization reversing downward trend in youth use

6.85

3.38

Past Year  Marijuana Use Past Year  Alcohol Use

AOR of Past Year Reported Use in 
States with Non-Medical Marijuana 

Legalization

AOR

Non-Medical Marijuana Legalization (NML) is 
associated with an increased likelihood of 
youth marijuana and alcohol use

• Researchers accounted for an overall 
downward trend in youth substance use 
across the nation to more closely 
scrutinize use in NML states, a factor that 
previous studies may have missed.

• The adjusted odds ratios of youth use of 
marijuana and alcohol in states with NML 
were 6.85 and 3.38, respectively.

• “Among teens, NML may be working 
against hard-won, population-level 
decreases in the prevalence of marijuana 
and alcohol use.”

Bailey et al., 2020

24©

Daily use among 12th graders is rising dramatically
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Near-Daily Use of Marijuana by 12th Graders 
Continues to Increase 

26©

Cerda, et al., 2020

27©

Annual Marijuana Vaping Has Dramatically 
Increased in the Past Few Years

Monitoring the Future, 2020

28©

Past-year and Past-Month Marijuana Use

Past month use among youth aged 12-17 increased 14 percent 
since 2016 while past-year use among the same age group rose 10 
percent.

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration

29©

Significant increases in youth marijuana use in Nevada, 
California, and Oregon in 2019

30©

Past-Month and Past-Year Youth Use in “Legal” States 
Outpaces Such Use in Non-Legal States

NSDUH State Estimates, 2020
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Monitoring the Future Data (2018)

One in four 12th graders would try marijuana or increase 
their use of the drug if marijuana were legalized.

32©

Lancet 2019 Population-Level Study Conclusions

5x
• Regular high potency marijuana users are  

5 times more likely to develop 
psychosis.

• Compared to 3 times more likely for 
regular users of lower potency marijuana 
of the past.

33© JAMA Psychiatry (2020)

Study of 1,087 twenty-four-year-olds who reported recent 
marijuana use, found that users of high potency marijuana 
were: 

4x 2x
more likely to abuse marijuana as likely to develop anxiety disorders

In addition to increases in anxiety, the study also found that users of high 
potency were twice as likely to have used other substances in the past 
year and more than three times as likely to be tobacco users.

Association of High-Potency Cannabis Use With Mental Health 
and Substance Use in Adolescence (May 2020)

34©

Early Marijuana Use and Intensity of Use are 
Associated with Lower Educational Attainment

Source: Cobb-Clark et al.  http://ftp.iza.org/dp7790.pdf

* p<0.01, ** p<0.05

High School Completion University Entrance 
Score

Marijuana users show much higher high 
school dropout rates than non-users

Marijuana users that complete high school 
still do poorly on university entrance tests

M ed /h ig h  in ten s ity  u se

L o w  in ten s ity  u se

35©

Marijuana use is also associated with lower IQ 
among adolescents

Source: Meier MH et al., PNAS Early Edition 2012

1 Diagnosis 2 Diagnoses 3 Diagnoses

p = .44 p = .09 p = .02

Dunedin prospective study 

of 1037 subjects born in 
1972-73

Subjects were tested for IQ 
at age 13 and 38 years of 

age.  They were also tested 
for THC use ages 18, 21, 
26, 32 and 38 years of age.

36©

Massive Review of Over 500 Studies on Vets and 
Marijuana Use

Source: Turna, J., & MacKillop, J. (2021). Cannabis use among military veterans: A great deal to gain or lose? Clinical Psychology 
Review. doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cpr.2021.101958

Marijuana use among vets was associated with negative outcomes
such as:

• Other Substance Abuse
• Developing of/Worsening of Psychiatric Disorders
• Self-Harm and/or Suicidality

Authors of study stated that “very few studies have examined the 
therapeutic efficacy of medical cannabis in veterans and those that 
have are of low quality methodologically.” 

http://ftp.iza.org/dp7790.pdf
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Youth Marijuana Abuse Linked to Suicide Attempts 
& Self Harm

Fontanella CA, Steelesmith DL, Brock G, Bridge JA, Campo JV, Fristad MA. Association of Cannabis Use With Self-harm and Mortality Risk Among 
Youths With Mood Disorders. JAMA Pediatr. Published online January 19, 2021. doi:10.1001/jamapediatrics.2020.5494

Study Conclusion: Cannabis use disorder is a common comorbidity and risk 
marker for self-harm, all-cause mortality, and death by unintentional overdose 
and homicide among youths with mood disorders. 

These findings should be considered as states contemplate legalizing 
medical and recreational marijuana, both of which are associated with 
increased CUD.

38©

Marijuana & Opioids

39©

Why talk
POT

During an 
opiate 

epidemic? 

40©

2019: JAMA Updated Opioid Study

Bleyer, A. and Barnes, B. (2018). Opioid Death Rate Acceleration in Jurisdictions Legalizing Marijuana Use, JAMA Intern Med. 2018;178(9):1280-1281

Medical marijuana was associated with a 23% 
INCREASE in opioid deaths.

The authors also said "We find it unlikely that medical marijuana-used by 
about 2.5% of the US population-has exerted large conflicting effects on 
opioid overdose mortality. A more plausible interpretation is that this 
association is spurious."

41©

2018 in JAMA Internal Medicine

Bleyer, A. and Barnes, B. (2018). Opioid Death Rate Acceleration in Jurisdictions Legalizing Marijuana Use, JAMA Intern Med. 2018;178(9):1280-1281

“The opioid crisis appears to be worsening 
where marijuana has been legalized.” 

42©
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Medical marijuana legalization appears to be 
associated with increases in opioid use

5.8%

9.4%

6.4%

3.5%

1.2%

6.1%

9.5%

6.3%

4.0%

1.8%

12-1 7 18-2 5 26-3 4 35-4 9 ≥ 50

Nonmedical Prescription Opioid Use (%)

Before Leg alization After Legalization
M artins, 2019

Comparison of Past-Year 
Nonmedical Prescription 
Opioid Use Between States 
Before MML Passage and 
After MML Passage – Use 
by Age

• Nonmedical prescription 
opioid use appears to 
increase following MML

• Increases warrant 
further studies

44©

October 2020 Study: 2x risk of opioid use on days marijuana is 
used; substitution of opioids w/ marijuana is unlikely

Gorfinkel, L. R., Stohl, M., Greenstein, E., Aharonovich, E., Olfson, M., and Hasin, D. (2020) Is Cannabis being used as a substitute for non-medical opioids by adults with problem substance use in the 
United States? A within-person analysis. Addiction, https://doi.org/10.1111/add.15228.

Findings:

• “On days that participants used marijuana the odds of 
non-medical opioid use nearly doubled….

• “…substitution of non-medical opioids with marijuana was 
unlikely, regardless of the presence of significant pain…”

“The current study is therefore among the first to directly test 
opioid substitution, suggesting that cannabis seldom 
serves as a substitute for non-medical opioids among 
opioid-using adults…”

45©

2019 McMaster University Study: Marijuana Did Not Reduce 
Opioid Use

Canadian Medical Association Journal (2019)

Canadian researchers at McMaster University analyzed 
twenty-three studies with more than 3,600 participants:

• Marijuana did not lead to reduced opioid use during 
treatment

• Also did not lead to people staying in treatment programs

46©

2020 Study: Marijuana use prompts need for more anesthesia during 
surgery, increases pain and postoperative opioid use, study shows

https://www.asahq.org/about-asa/newsroom/news-releases/2020/10/cannabis-and-postoperative-pain

Those who reported using marijuana prior to surgery 
received:

• 58% more opioids per day while in the hospital

• Reported greater levels of pain

• Required an additional 12.4 milliliters of anesthesia during 
surgery than those who did not use pot

47©

Social Equity

48©

“If only we treated it like alcohol…”

"Crime in the United States 2017 - Arrests," FBI Uniform Crime Report (Washington, DC: US Dept. of Justice, September 
2018), p. 1, and Arrest Table: Arrests for Drug Abuse Violations.

1.3 million
Arrests for alcohol-related crimes in
2017, including violations of liquor 

laws and DUI – but does NOT 
include arrests for alcohol-

related violence

659,700
Marijuana-related

arrests in 2017

vs.

https://doi.org/10.1111/add.15228
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Disproportionate Arrests Are Still Occurring

In 2017, African American Arrests
remained unchanged since 2012 --
the year Colorado legalized
recreational marijuana. 

Hispanic and Asian Arrests have 
since gone up within the same 
period.

50©

Marijuana Legalization Has Not Reduced Prison 
Populations

51©

In Colorado, African-Americans were disproportionately arrested 
without a warrant or previous incident report in 2017.

2015 2017

26%

TOTAL ON-VIEW ARRESTS
IN COLORADO

Colorado Dept. Public Safety, 2018 

53© 54©
Source: https://www.greenentrepreneur.com/article/315528
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Targeting Our Youth

57 ©

Snob Appeal
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Happiness

59 ©

Appeal to youth

Joe Camel 
Returns?

Source: Courtesy Lynn Sylver, PHI
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THC Vape Companies Advertise on Social Media 
with Cartoon Characters Targeted at ComicCon

62©

Industry Investment

63©

www.learnaboutsam.org/industry-profiles
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“Smart Approaches to Marijuana (SAM)’s legalization opponent
Kevin Sabet may be right: like it or not Big Tobacco is invading cannabis.

Altria, the company that invited unwitting consumers for decades to come to where the cancer is –Marlboro Country–
may be looking to shore up stagnant cigarette sales by purchasing Canadian cannabis company Cronos Group.”

ALTRIA MAKES $1.8 BILLION INVESTMENT IN BIG MARIJUANA

Dec 4th, 2018

100% ownership of two companies, 
based in Canada, that are currently 
licensed to cultivate and sell medical 

marijuana,

Dec 8th, 2018

65©

4TH LARGEST TOBACCO COMPANY ON EARTH INVESTS IN BIG
MARIJUANA

66©

And this…
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69© Source:  Cook, P. J. (2007). Paying the tab: The economics of alcohol policy. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press

Avg. 10 
drinks a day

Top 10% of the Population Make up 75% of the 
Alcohol Industry’s U.S. Sales

70©
Source:  Colorado Department of Revenue:  Market Size and 
Demand for Marijuana in Colorado 

# of MJ users Amount 
Consumed

71©

Public Health Impact

72©

2019 Colorado Health Department Report

CDPHE, 2019

• 400% increase in marijuana poisonings of children 0-9 
years of age.

• 23,009 homes with children are not storing marijuana 
products safely.

• 32,800 homes where children 1-14 years of age are 
exposed to second-hand marijuana smoke.
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The rate of children aged 5 and younger exposed 
to marijuana increased by 147.5 percent

Marijuana exposures are 
increasing across the country

• The increased occurrence 
of accidental exposure to 
marijuana among children 
is attributed largely to 
states where medical and 
recreational marijuana had 
been legalized.

• 75 percent of exposures 
were attributed to 
accidental ingestion of 
marijuana products.

• Children younger than age 
3 accounted for 78 percent 
of the exposures.

111

617
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Number o f Ex pos ure s

National Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse – 2018
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STUDY: Living Near Marijuana Dispensaries Increases 

Likelihood of Youth Use, Favorable Opinions

https://www.rand.org/pubs/external_publications/EP67909.html

A study published in the journal Addiction in 2019 found that living near a 

marijuana dispensary increases the likelihood of marijuana use and 

frequency of use among young people aged 18-22.

• 84% of the nearly 2,000 participants had 10+ pot shops within 4 

miles of their homes

• Led to increased marijuana use and normalization of the drug

75© 76©
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23.0%

7.5%

10.2%

7.7%

1.4%

37.0%

14.8%

18.8%

10.9%

2.5%

Past month mar iju ana
use (a ged 18 to 25 )

Past year daily marijuana
use (a ged 18 to 25 )

Past month mar iju ana
use (a ged 26 or  older)

Substance Use Disor der
(SUD)  (aged 18  or older)

Co-occurr in g SUD and
SMI (aged 18 or older )

Comparison of Rates of Mental/Substance Use Disorders 
Associated with Marijuana Use: National vs. Colorado Data 

from the National Survey on Drug Use and Health

National Colorado

78©

#PotVapingCrisis

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/add.14711?shared_access_token=q_C_9MkzUxUDLvPJWlETx4ta6bR2k8jH0KrdpFOxC64AOhqUcGacvg0x-AKVv0HWEwqT6B1Ru7xc7o5TSwev70mJ76BqhhXCrLYAefYH4fxw8D3GOsDgo-nRY6ekE1Up
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2015 2016 20172007

Jam es  
M onsees  &   

A dam B ow en  
secure   

fund ing from   
ange l  

inves to rs ,  
inc lud ing   
N icho las   

P ritzker and   
o ffic ia lly   

launch  the ir  
com pany .

byThe

Model One

The

Model Two

2010

N ew ly   
es tab lished   

P loom   
re leases the ir  
f irs t p roduc t  

based  on   
M onsees  &   

B ow en ’s   
o rig ina l e -c ig   
des ign  us ing   

flavored,  
loose-lea f  

tobacco pods  

and  a ba tte ry -
opera ted  

hea ting co il.

2012

U sing  the   
sam e hea ting   

techno logy ,  
the  com pany   
re leases the   

firs t loose-lea f  
vaporizer.

W h ile  no t ye t  
exp lic it ly   

m arke ted  as a   
m arijuana   

vaporizer, th is   
w as  its   

p r im ary draw .

Japan   
T obacco   
acqu ires   
P loom ’s   

M ode l T w o  
and  the   

assoc ia ted   
in te llec tua l  

p roperty w ith   
the  device  

and  flavored  
pods.

2015

In con junc t ion   
w ith  the  JT I  

dea l, M onsees   
&  B ow en  buy   

back  the ir  
s take  in  the   

com pany  and   
re launch  as   

P ax Labs

2015

P ax Labs   
re leases  

the ir new  e-
c ig , Juu l,  

short ly a fte r  
ann ou n c in g

$46 .7 m illion   
in  S eries  C   

fund ing from   
inves to rs

In  the  fa ll o f  

2016 , P ax
Labs unve ils
the  P ax  E ra ;  
an e lec tron ic   

m arijuana

vaporizer tha t  
uses  s im ila r  
p roprie tary   

techno logy of  
pre-filled T H C   

pods.

Juu l sp lits off
from P ax Labs
and becom es
its ow n entity .

In the spring of

2018 , the F D A
launched an
inves tiga tion

in to preda to ry
m arke ting to

underage  
ch ild ren .

The Vape and Marijuana Industries Are 
Inextricably Linked

81©

PAX is now explicitly a THC vaporizer
company

82©

The Marijuana Vaping Crisis, Which Was Responsible For at 
Least Six Deaths and Thousands of Hospitalizations, Was Not 

Solely the Fault of the Illicit Market.

83©

Tax Revenue

84©

Revenues v Reality 
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Marijuana & the Illicit Market

86©

87©

Legalization is Unlikely to Diminish the Power of 

Drug Cartels and the Illicit Market (1/2)

Source:  Kilmer, B., et al., 2010; USA Today (Mar. 17, 2014; Zinsmeister, J., 2015; Center for Public Integrity, 2009

• “Drug cartels” are diversified 
enterprises that include 
mining and pirated goods

• Marijuana accounts for only 15-
25% of revenues of drug 

trafficking groups

• More money is found in other 
businesses, including legal 
ones, than in selling marijuana

• Estimates indicate up to 50% 
of Zeta activities related to 
cigarette smuggling

• In 2014, iron mining was the 
#1 source of revenue for the 

Knights Templar cartel

CARTELS ARE, IN REALITY, 
DIVERSIFIED BUSINESSES

A HUGE ILLICIT MARKET 
EXISTS FOR TOBACCO

• Cigarettes are the world’s most 
widely smuggled legal product

• A $657 billion/year business in 

2009

• Provides funding for organized 
criminal syndicates and 
terrorist groups worldwide

• In Canada alone, ~105 
organized crime groups are 

engaged in cigarette 
smuggling

• Generates revenue for groups 
like the Taliban and 
Hezbollah

88©

Just 18 to 30 Percent of Oregon’s Marijuana is 
Sold Legally

Source:  Oregon State Police; Icons:  Edward Boatman

M
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= 10,000 kg

M
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n
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Oregon Secretary of State Issues Scathing Audit of Marijuana 
Regulations

3%
of pot shops have been 
inspected.

"Oregon's marijuana testing 
program cannot ensure that test 

results are reliable and products are 
safe." 

2019 OR Secretary of State 90©

2019 National Emerson Poll:

68% of Americans want options 
other than legalization 
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Marijuana & Driving

92©

93© 94©

Marijuana-Impaired Driving Fatalities are Skyrocketing

AAA, RMHIDTA,  OLCC

• Washington State & Colorado: More than 
doubled since legalization

• Oregon: 50% of all drivers assessed tested 
positive for marijuana-impairment after 
legalization

95©

Washington Traffic Safety Study (2018)

65©

Potential consequences?

In a study published in June of 2020, Kamer et 
al. concluded that the legalization of marijuana 

may lead to an increase of approximately
6,800 traffic deaths per year. 

6,800

1 in5 drivers are 
stoned.
That is up from one in ten prior to legalization. 

64.2% of respondents who reported using marijuana and 
driving stated that they didn’t think that it impaired 
their ability to drive at all. 

96©

JAMA Internal Medicine Study

Federal legalization would bring 7,000 
more stoned driving deaths nationally

Kamer, et al., 2020
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Exposed

Prologue 

100©

Regrets

Chapter 2

101©

The Whistle-
blowers

Chapter 13

102 ©

Industry
Capture

Chapter 3
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Perpetuating 
Social 

Injustice

Chapter 9
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An Inside 
Story
Chapter 7 

& 
Chapter 18
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Thank You!

www.SmokescreenBook.com
Kevin A. Sabet, Ph.D.

info@learnaboutsam.org

preventing another big tobacco
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